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Big Data!
!
!

“The techniques and technologies for such data-
intensive science are so different that it is  

worth distinguishing data-intensive science from 
computational science as a new, fourth paradigm” 

!
- Jim Gray!

!

The Fourth Paradigm: Data-Intensive Scientific Discovery.  - Microsoft 2009



Scale vs Speed!
!
!

“Premature optimisation is the root of all evil.” 
!

- Donald Knuth !
!

“Premature evil is the root of all optimisation.” 
!

- Nitsan Wakart!



DATA intensive!
science @SCALE
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Mechanical Sympathy



Mechanical Sympathy



Mechanical Sympathy



A Wall Street Second



A Swiss Second



Small Data? <= 128bytes
HTTP GET/POST - A typical RESTful performance
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Small Data? <= 1K
HTTP GET/POST - A typical RESTful performance
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Big Events - 1Billion Sources
Ballpark number of boxes if each box can handle 2500 events/second
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Data!
Sympathy?
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5 V's



5 V’s via [V-PEC-T]
• Business Factors 

• ‘Veracity’ - The What 

• ‘Value’ - The Why 

• Technical Domain (Policies, Events, Content) 

• Volume, Velocity, Variety

Lost in Translation - http://www.amazon.com/Lost-In-Translation-Nigel-Green/dp/0978921844



Incremental!
!

The needs of the individual event or query outweigh the 
needs of the aggregate events or queries in flight in the 

system 

Source: Ashwani Roy, Charles Cai - QCON London 2013 - http://bit.ly/1f2Pdf9
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Batch!
!

The needs of the system outweigh the needs of 
individual events and queries running in flight or active 

within the system 



Incremental!
!

The needs of the individual event or query outweigh the 
needs of the aggregate events or queries in flight in the 

system 



- Nathan März

“Computing arbitrary functions on an arbitrary 
dataset in real-time is a daunting problem.” 





Lambda architecture is a 
twitter scale architecture. 

5k msgs/sec inbound 
(tweets) on average (150k 
peak?) - <1k ‘small' data - 

Firehose outbound 
(broadcast problem, fairly 

easy to scale)



Lambda: http://bit.ly/Hs53Ur 
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Lambda: A 

All new data is sent to both the batch 
layer and the speed layer. In the 
batch layer, new data is appended to 
the master dataset. In the speed 
layer, the new data is consumed to 
do incremental updates of the 
realtime views.



Lambda: B 

The master dataset is an immutable, 
append-only set of data. The master 
dataset only contains the rawest 
information that is not derived from 
any other information you have.



Lambda: http://bit.ly/Hs53Ur 
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Enrich, Transform, Store!
Extract, Transform, Load

• From A: “rawest … not derived" 

• In many environments it may be preferable to 
normalise data for later ease of retrieval (eg: 
Dremel, strongly typed nested records) to 
support scalable ad hoc query.  

• Derivation allows other forms of efficient retrieval 
eg: using SAX - Symbolic Aggregate  
Approximation, PAA - Piecewise Aggregate 



SAX & PAA

Symbolic Aggregate 
Approximation

Piecewise Aggregate 
Approximation

1sc -> 1mn -> 1hr -> 1dy -> 1wk -> 1mh -> 1yr



Lambda: C 

The batch layer precomputes query 
functions from scratch. The results of the 
batch layer are called batch views. The 
batch layer runs in a while(true) loop and 
continuously recomputes the batch views 
from scratch. The strength of the batch 
layer is its ability to compute arbitrary 
functions on arbitrary data. This gives it 
the power to support any application.



Lambda: D 

The serving layer indexes the batch views 
produced by the batch layer and makes it 
possible to get particular values out of a 
batch view very quickly. The serving layer is 
a scalable database that swaps in new 
batch views as they’re made available. 
Because of the latency of the batch layer, the 
results available from the serving layer are 
always out of date by a few hours.



Lambda: http://bit.ly/Hs53Ur 
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Think ‘Statistical 
Compression'

https://github.com/gornik/gorgeo - A geohash ES plugin



Lambda: E 
The speed layer compensates for the high latency of updates 
to the serving layer. It uses fast incremental algorithms and 
read/write databases to produce realtime views that are 
always up to date. The speed layer only deals with recent 
data, because any data older than that has been absorbed 
into the batch layer and accounted for in the serving layer. 
The speed layer is significantly more complex than the 
batch and serving layers, but that complexity is 
compensated by the fact that the realtime views can be 
continuously discarded as data makes its way through the 
batch and serving layers. So, the potential negative impact 
of that complexity is greatly limited.



Lambda: http://bit.ly/Hs53Ur 
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Use a DSP + CEP/ESP or 
‘Scalable CEP'

• Storm/S4 + Esper/… 

• Embed a CEP/ESP within a 
Distributed Stream processing 
Engine 

• Use Drill for large scale ad hoc 
query [leverage nested records] 



Lambda: F 

Queries are resolved by getting results from both the 
batch and realtime views and merging them 
together.





Millwheel: http://bit.ly/1gWqNIC 
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eg: Backtesting

Merge historical & real-time data over time. Should we:  
* Interleave over global time? 
* Historical or Real-Time first? 
* Is repeatability (same data produces sames results, run 

after run) important to you?

Time Time



Lambda: Batch View

• Precomputed Queries are central to Complex 
Event Processing / Event Stream Processing 
architectures. 

• Unfortunately, though, most DBMS’s still offer only 
synchronous blocking RPC access to underlying 
data when asynchronous guaranteed delivery 
would be preferable for view construction 
leveraging CEP/ESP techniques.



Lambda: Merging …

• Possibly one of the most difficult aspects of near 
real-time and historical data integration is 
combining flows sensibly. 

• For example, is the order of interleaving across 
merge sources applied in a known deterministically 
recomputable order? If not, how can results be 
recomputed subsequently? Will data converge?   
 
[cf: http://cs.brown.edu/research/aurora/hwang.icde05.ha.pdf]



Lambda: A start …
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Lambda: Don’t do it!

Incremental
Indexing 

Aggregation 
Serving

Batch 
Journalling 

Logging



Lambda Architecture - An 
architectural pattern 

producing war stories is 
better than no patterns at all



Thanks. 
!

Questions? 
!

@darachennis


